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1. FOREWORDS 
The following diagram shows the path of the statistical data inside the BCS platform. 
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The statistcs processing path is made of three main steps: 

• Statistics is generated from applications. 

• Statistics data is load into tables in a relational database (this step does not apply to BCS Contact which is an 
application that works natively on a relational database). 

• Statistics calculation starting from the database data. Statistics calculation is done by UniStatWeb the BCS web 
reporting application. However, because the database structure is published in this document, you can perform 
queries with any tool that can connect to Microsoft SQL Server. 

This document begins with a general description of UniStatWeb. In the second part all types available of statistics 
are described. 
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2. UNISTATWEB 
UniStatWeb is a web application served from a Microsoft IIS server, which connects to a Microsoft SQL Server 
2000 or newer to perform statistical calculations. 
No SQL knowledge is required to use the application, because many predefined reports are available. 
Using a predefined report is simple, just select the type of report to create from a tree view list, set the report 
parameters (time interval, items to count, etc.) and then run the report calculation. 
At the end of the calculation, the report will be displayed in a new browser window. 
UniStatWeb relies on the Windows Task Scheduler service to automatically run reports calculations periodically. 
The scheduled reports are saved in the database as pre-calculated reports and can also be sent via email to one or 
more users. Scheduled reports allows to run CPU intensive calculations during low server loads time (for example 
during night time) to avoid impacts on telephony operations (if they reside in the same machine where the database 
server is installed). 

APPLICATION ACCESS 
Access to the application can be made using a web browser (Microsoft Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox or Google 
Chrome) browsing the address of the IIS server where UniStatWeb is installed, followed by /UniStatWeb. For 
example: http://server01/UniStatWeb. 
The login page will be shown where you must enter the BCS credential (username and password) to access the 
application. 
Note: application access is allowed only to enabled users. This feature is subject to licensing. 
If more than one BCS statistics or BCS Contact SQL Server has been defined, the login page will show the list of all 
available SQL Servers. 
Note: no SQL Server list will be shown if only one SQL Server si defined. 
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Figura 1 

STATISTICS LIST 
The Statistiche section, shows the list of the defined reports. The list can be sorted with a click on the column 
name by Name, Type, creation and modification time. 
The items list can also be filtered by a string, using the Find button. 
In the lower part of the window there are two icons representing the connection statuses to the BCS Stat and BCS 
Contact SQL Servers. 
The meaning of the icons is as follows: 

•  DB connection succesfull  

•  DB connection inactive (because the DB is unreachable or not correctly configured). 
Hovering the mouse pointer over the icon, a small descrition of the connection status will appear. 
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Figura 2 

CREATING A NEW REPORT 
From the Statistiche section, the New link allows to create a new report.. 
A new report creation is a two step process: 
1. Select the report type; 
2. Set the report parameters 

Report type 
The report type selection is made from the following window. 
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Figura 3 

The report types are grouped into logical groups. Selecting a statistic from the list, will show a brief description of 
the selected report. Use the OK button to confirm the report selection. 

General properties 
The general properties section sets the title, time interval and sharing properties of the report. 
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Figura 4 

The report title is shown in the following contexts: 

• In the reports list (Figura 2); 

• As title of the report window of the calculated report; 
The maximum length of the title is 255 characters. 
 
Two report interval modes are available:: 

• Dynamic. The report interval is relative to the report calculation date and time and can be specified as hours, 
days and months. The only constrain is on the Start value which must be older than the End value. 

• Nota: if a month interval is selected, the report will contains data starting from  the 0:00:00 from the day 1 
of the month to the 23:59:59 of the last day of the month. 

• Fixed. Start date and end date are specified explicitly. A click on the start or end date will show a calendar 
window allowing an easy setting of the date. 
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The Automatic refresh box allows to enable the automatic refresh of the report. 
Warning : the automatic refresh of the reports can affect the system performances. 
 
The Sharing box allows to set the sharing level of the report: 

• Public: the report will be available to every user of the system 

• Private: the report will be available only to the report creator 

• Shared: the report will be accessible only to the users specified in the list. In this case, a user in the sharing 
list will be allowed to modify only the Interval settings of the report. It also couldn’t delete the report. 

Report specific parameters 
The Specific section allows to set parameters specific for each report type; these parameters will be described 
starting from page 10. 
 
The Privacy section, allows to hide some digits of the source or destination address from the report, for privacy 
reasons. 
 
The Save button  will save the modifications made to the report definition. The Export button allows to export the 
definition of the report on a text file to move the report definition between UniStatWeb installations (using the 
Import link from the reports list view). 
The Calculate link will start the calculation of the current report, without going back to the reports list view. 

REPORT MODIFICATION 
The Edit link allows to modify the parameters of a defined report. 

REPORT CALCULATION 
To start a report calculation, click on the report name link from the reports list. The report will open in a new 
window. 
From the report calculation window, the TSV, link will allows to export the report data in the TSV (Tab Separated 
Value) format. The exported data can then be imported into an Excel file for further calculation. 
The PDF link allows to save the report as a PDF file. 
The Dashboard link allows to add the current report window to a dashboard. A dashboard allows to save a list of 
reports windows (each with its size and position on the screen) and to open all the reports of the dashboard with a 
single click on the dashboard’s name (see page Errore. Il segnalibro non è definito. for the dashboard feature 
description). 
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Figura 5 

 

DELETE ONE OR MORE REPORTS 
Setting a check on the last column in the reports list, and clicking on the button, it is possible to delete the 
selected report. A confirmation will be asked before actually delete the selected reports. 

REPORTS IMPORT AND EXPORT 
The import and export commands allows to move reports between databases. The Export command allows to 
export the report definition in a .STT text file. 
The Import link allows to import into the current SQL server the reports definitions from an .STT file. 

PRECALCULATED STATISTICS 
Precalculated statistics are created by scheduled activities and can be used for the following purposes: 
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• To create historical archives without the need to save the raw statistical data (.per creare degli archivi storici di 
statistiche senza dover conservare i dati storici su cui sono stati eseguiti i calcoli (certainly much more 
voluminous); 

• To schedule report calculation during off-peak hours (during night time for example). 

PRECALCULATED STATISTICS 
The Precalculated statistcs, section shows the list of all precalculated reports available. The list can be sorted by 
any of the columns defined with a click on the column name. For every entry in the list, the report name, type and 
calculation timestamp is shown. 
The list can also be filtered by a string using the Find button. 
A click on the report name, displays the precalculated report in a new window. 

 

Figura 6 

PRECALCULATED STATISTICS DELETION 
Setting a check on the last column in the reports list, and clicking on the button, it is possible to delete the 
selected report. A confirmation will be asked before actually delete the selected reports. 
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SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES 
UniStatWeb can run scheduled report calculations at predefined moments. The defined scheduled reports are listed 
in the Scheduled activities section. 

 

Figura 7 

The window shows the defined scheduled activities and for every entry, the schedule type (daily, weekly, monthly) 
the last run and the next run date and time. The list can be sorted by any column, with a click on the column name. 
A click on the name link shows the entry properties. 
The scheduled activities relies on the Windows Scheduled Activities service. 

SCHEDULED ACTIVITY CREATION 
From the Scheduled activities page click on the New scheduled report. The following window will open. 
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Figura 8 

From this view, you can specify the following parameters: 

• Description. Type the name of the activity. This string is shown only in the scheduled activities list view and is 
useful to distinguish each entry. 

• Schedule. Specifies the recurrence of the operation. The recurrence can be: 

• Daily. You must specify the calculation repetition interval in days. 

• Weekly. In this case you must specify the calculation repetition interval in weeks and the weekday of the 
operation. 

• Monthly . In this case you must specify the day of month and the month for the calculation. 
For every schedule you must also specify the start time of the calculation. 
It is possible to send the created report as an email attachment, setting the Send report via e-mail flag and specifying 
a comma separated list of recipients email addresses in the Recipient text box. 

• Reports list. Select the reports to calculate in the scheduled activity. More than one report can be selected by 
clicking the report name, while holding down the SHIFT key. 
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DASHBOARDS 
The dashboard allows to save a list of open report windows each with its own window size and position. Click on 
the Dashboard, link available on every report window to add the current report window to a new dashboard or to 
an existing dashboard. 
 

 

Figura 9 

The defined dashboards are listed in the reports list in the Statistics list view. 
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3. REPORT TYPES 

BCS SERVER STATISTICS  
The main principle on the statistics of the BCS Server is that the SIP messages flowing through one (or more) 
SipProxy instance contains almost all the data requested to create meaningful reports. 
Take a look for example to the following messages flowing from UserA to UserB and through the single SIP Proxy 
instance. 
 
UserA       SipProxy      UserB    Session status 
  |   INVITE   |            | 
  |----------->|  INVITE    |      Call start 
  |   TRYING   |----------->| 
  |<-----------|            | 
  |            |  RINGING   | 
  |   RINGING  |<-----------|      Ringback start 
  |<-----------|            | 
  |            |     OK     | 
  |     OK     |<-----------| 
  |<-----------|            |      Connection start 
  |     ACK    |            | 
  |----------->|    ACK     | 
  |            |----------->| 
  |            |            | 
  |            |    BYE     | 
  |     BYE    |<-----------| 
  |<-----------|            |      Disconnected 
  |     OK     |            | 
  |----------->|    OK      | 
  |            |----------->| 
 

In the preceding messages flow, some messages correspond to a change in the session status and so it is easy to 
detect the call start (equals to the initial INVITE), the connection event (cooresponds to the OK message) and the 
disconnection event (corresponds to the BYE message from the SIP Proxy). 

IMPLEMENTATION 
The sessions rebuild can be done starting from the SIP messages, but this operation cannot be done by the SipProxy 
service because it is a CPU intensive task and it could affect the system performance. So the SIP Proxy service only 
copies the SIP messages needed for the statistics calculation into an XML text file. These files contains the 
timestamp of the SIP message, the SIP message itself and a auxiliary field containing the sender or the recipient of 
the message. This auxiliary field is required because sometimes the SIP message itself is not enough to get the “real” 
sender or recipient (consider for example a call to an alias address, where the recipient is the alias address and not 
the real address; a call to an hunt group where the recipient is the hunt group address and not the final user who 
answered the call; call forwards settings, etc.). 
SipProxy tasks are: 

• SIP messages recording on XML files 

• SIP messages filtering to write on XML files only messages relevant to report creation (abount 15% of the 
SIpProxy handled messages). 

• Integration of SIP messages with the sending timestamp and address of the real sender or recipient. 
The XML files created by SipProxy are then processed by the StatPrep application and imported into the statistics 
DB. Then the UniStatWeb application can create statistics reports from the DB data. 
The following schema depicts the whole process. 
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The StatPrep application is a low priority Windows service. It is notified from the OS at every change on the XML 
files. For each change, StatPrep connects to the DB, analyze the XML file and insert the new data into the database. 
The changes to the XML files can occur at a high rate, so StatPrep implements a mechanism  to limit the analysis 
period at most every 30 seconds. That means the new data could have a delay of at most 30 seconds. 

DATA MODELS 
The relational model upon which the BCS statistics are made, is based on the SAP model (see “SAPphone 
Telephony in SAP Systems - Integrating SAP Systems with Your CTI System”). 
The data model  is based on a main table, SessionHeader, and two secondary tables, SessionStep and SessionCtcinfo, 
with a 1-to-many relation to the first table. Every record in the main table identifies a session and every record in the 
SessionStep table indentifies a session step. Every record in the SessionCtcinfo table represents a contact information 
(label + value) collected and/or transferred by the Alceo’s user agents (BCSBar and Infovox HMP) during calls 
sessions. 

 

The database contains also two other tables, StatDef and Precomp, used to save the reports definitions and the 
precalculated statistics. 
The databse contains also other four auxiliary tables needed during the data import process. 
Parameters contains progress data on the XML files analysis: at every activation of StatPrep, this table is read to get 
data on the last record imported, at the end of the import process, this table is updated with information about the 
last record imported. 
CurrSession contains information about the current SIP session being analyzed. At the end of the SIP session 
analysis the records are removed from this table. 
PkTable contains counters needed to create unique primary keys (Id field for the SessionHeder table and Id field for 
the OperatorStatus table) for the database tables. 
SipMsg contains in each record the content of any SIP message flowed through the BCS system; this table is needed 
when the BCS system has more than one SIP proxy, to sort chronologically the SIP messages. If the BCS system has 
only one SIP proxy, this sorting is done by the SIP proxy itself. 

SessionHeader

PK Id

FromAddr
ToAddr
StartTime

FK1 XferId

SessionStep

FK1 IdSessionHeader
AType
User1Addr 
QLevel
StartTime
StepMsecs

OperatorStatus

PK Id

UserAddr
PersonStatus 
StartTime 

DiscCause
Progr 

SessionCtcinfo

FK1 IdSessionHeader
IsFrom
Label
AVal
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SessionHeader table 

Field name Type Description 
Id int Numeric primary key 

FromAddress varchar(128) Session initiator. It’s a SIP address. 

ToAddress varchar(128) Session recipient. It’s a SIP address. 

StartTime datetime Session start timestamp. 

XferId int External key, in relation with the primary key Id of this same table. If the call ends 
with a transfer to another call, this field contains a reference to the Id of the new 
call. If the call doesn’t end with a transfer, this field is null. 

SessionStep table 

Field name Type Description 
IdSessionHeader Int External key, in relation with the primary key Id from table 

SessionHeader. 

Number smallint Not used. 

AType varchar(10) Step type. Can be any of the following values: 'inviting', 'connected', 
'proceeding', 'forwarded', 'queued', 'redirecting'. 

Direction StepDirection Not used. 

User1Addr varchar(128) SIP address of the user involved in the step. 

QLevel tinyint Support level for the assigned agent. If NULL or 0, the request has been 
assigned to an official agent. A value of 1 means the request has been 
assigned to a first level support agent, a value of 2 means the request has 
been assigned to a level 2 support agent, and so on. 

StartTime datetime Date and time of the step start. 

StepMsecs int Duration in milliseconds of the step. 

Progr tinyint Progressive number of the step number. 

DiscCause smallint Termination code. It’s a 3 digits integer value representing the SIP 
termination reason. For example: 200 = normal termination; 404 = 
recipient not found; 480 = no answer from the recipient; 486 = busy, 487 
= request terminated by the caller; 603 = the recipient has declined the 
call. 
At every single SIP code can be associated more than one BCS 
termination reason, so for the BCS system some termination coades 
become 4 digits codes; the first 3 digits are the standard SIP termination 
codes, while the fourth digit is a proprietary sub classification. Only one 
sub classification has been defined in BCS for the SIP code 486 and it is 
related to the requests rejected by the request classes: 

• 4861 = out of working hounrs 

• 4862 = queue full 

• 4863 = no operators logged 

 

SessionCtcinfo table 

Field name Type Description 
IdSessionHeader Int External key related to the primary key Id from table SessionHeader. 

IsFrom bit Tells if the record belongs to a From or To of the session. 

Label varchar(50) Contact information label name. 

AVal varchar(50) Contact information value assigned to the label specified in the Label 
field. 
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OperatorStatus table 

Field name Type Description 
Id Int Numeric primary key. 

UserAddr varchar(128) Agent SIP address. 

PersonStatus varchar(10) Status string. Can be: ‘ready’, ‘not-logged’, ‘on-session’, ‘after-work’, 
‘working’, ‘pause’. 

StartTime datetime Timestamp of the entering in the status described by the PersonStatus 
status. 

CALLS TRACE 
This chapter explains, using some examples, how different type of calls are recorded in the database. 

Simple call 
UserA calls UserB. UserB answers. 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime 
6096 usera@domain.net userb@domain.net 2005-12-23 09:11:29 

 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
6096 proceeding userb@domain.net 09:11:31 4225 NULL 

6096 connected userb@domain.net 09:11:35 13896 200 

UserB answered after 4,225 seconds, conversation duration was 13,896 seconds and was terminated regularly 
(DiscCause = 200). 
In every statistical data, the recorded address is always the real SIP address of UserB, even if UserA called an alias 
of UserB (for example “sip:ub@oasis.net”). 

Simple call failure 
UserA calls UserB. UserB is busy. 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime 
6102 usera@domain.net userb@domain.net 2005-12-23 09:20:11.000 

 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
6102 Proceeding userb@domain.net 09:20:11 834 486 

The SIP result code is 486 (busy). Others common result codes are 302 = redirected call; 404 = recipient not found; 
480 = temporarily unavailable; 603 = rejected call. Every SIP result code is described in the “RFC 3261 - Session 
Initiation Protocol” document. 

Simple call with no answer 
UserA calls UserB. After about 10 seconds, UserA terminates the call because UserB has not answered. 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime 
6113 usera@domain.net userb@domain.net 2005-12-23 09:30:41.000 

 
 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
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6113 inviting userb@domain.net 09:30:41 10803 487 

The SIP result code if the request is cancelled is 487. 
The Type field describing the step can be “inviting” (call cancelled befor reaching the destination), “proceeding” 
(call ringing on the destination device) or “queued” (at the SIP proxy or user agent). 

Redirected call 
UserA calls UserB. UserB redirects to UserC. UserC answers and enters in conversation with UserA. 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime 
6214 usera@domain.net userb@domain.net 13:00:41.000 

 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
6214 proceeding userb@domain.net 13:00:41 4740 302 

6214 redirectin userc@domain.net 13:00:46 0 NULL 

6214 proceeding userc@domain.net 13:00:46 2084 NULL 

6214 connected userc@domain.net 13:00:48 8084 200 

Please note, the first step disconnection code is 302 from UserB and this create a new call to UserC. 
Warning: if UserA is a Snom phone, the sequence is different because when it redirects the call, it also modifies the 
destination address from UserB to UserC, and so the redirected call appears as a second call to a destination 
independent from first call. For example: 
 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime 
6347 usera@domain.net userb@domain.net 2005-12-27 13:50:49.000 

6348 usera@domain.net userc@domain.net 2005-12-27 13:50:56.000 

 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
6347 proceeding userb@domain.net 13:50:50 6015 302 

6348 proceeding userc@domain.net 13:50:57 4062 NULL 

6348 connected userc@domain.net 13:51:01 13703 200 

Forwarded call 
UserA calls UserB. SipProxy (applying some internal logic) forwards the call to UserC. 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime 
6342 usera@domain.net userb@alceo.com 2005-12-27 13:47:31.000 

 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
6342 proceeding userb@domain.net 13:47:31 3578 NULL 

6342 forwarded userc@domain.net 13:47:35 859 NULL 

6342 proceeding userc@domain.net 13:47:36 0 NULL 

6342 connected userc@domain.net 13:47:36 6218 200 

Hunt group call 
UserA calls Group. Call is answered by the group’s member, UserB. 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime 
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6305 usera@domain.net group@domain.net 2005-12-27 09:37:03.000 

 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
6305 proceeding group@domain.net 09:37:03 6017 NULL 

6305 connected userb@domain.net 09:37:09 483064 200 

The described trace shown holds for any type of hunt group; note the “proceeding” step where the User1Addr 
contains the name of the group and the “connected” step where the User1Addr filed contains the final destination of 
the call. 
Please note that the user who answers the call couldn’t be a member of the hunt group requested. 

Call center call with queue time 
UserA calls the request class Class. At the time the call is placed, no agent is available. After a while, the Opr1 agent 
is selected. Agent Opr1 answers the call and gets connected to UserA. 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime 
6407 usera@domain.net class@domain.net 2005-12-27 19:25:33.000 

 
 
 
 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
6407 queued class@domain.net 19:25:34 115056 NULL 

6407 proceeding opr1@domain.net 19:27:29 6017 NULL 

6407 connected opr1@domain.net 19:27:35 483064 200 

Please note that the “queued” step can appear even when the call is not a call-center call. 

Call center call without queue time 
UserA calls the Class request class. At the time the call is placed, agent Opr1 is ready and get selected. Agent Opr1 
answers the call and get connected to UserA. 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime 
6408 usera@domain.net class@domain.net 2005-12-27 19:32:33.000 

 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
6408 proceeding opr1@domain.net 19:32:33 4870 NULL 

6408 connected opr1@domain.net 19:32:38 123046 200 

Call center call with queue full 
UserA calls the request class Class. At the time the call is placed, the queue is full. 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime XferId 
6409 usera@domain.net class@domain.net 2005-12-27 19:34:13.000  

 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
6409 inviting class@domain.net 19:34:13 210 4802 

In this case the termination result code is 4802. 
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Call center call assigned to support agent 
UserA calls the request class Class. At the time the call is placed, no agent is available. After a while, the support 
agent Opr2 is selected. Agent Opr2 answers the call and get connected to UserA. 
 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime 
6411 usera@domain.net class@domain.net 2007-01-27 09:35:33.000 

 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr QLevel StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
6411 queued class@domain.net 1 09:35:34 135023 NULL 

6411 proceeding opr2@domain.net  09:37:49 6017 NULL 

6411 connected opr2@domain.net  09:37:55 483064 200 

Call transfer 
UserA calls UserB. UserB answers the call and then make a transfer to UserC. 

Id FromAddress ToAddress StartTime XferId 
12022 usera@domain.net userb@domain.net 2006-06-28 17:35:13.000 12023 

12023 usera@domain.net userc@domain.net 2006-06-08 17.38.30.000 NULL 

 

IdSessionHeader AType User1Addr StartTime StepMsecs DiscCause 
12022 proceeding userb@domain.net 17.35.13 6260 NULL 

12022 connected userb@domain.net 17:35.19 191200 200 

12023 proceeding userc@domain.net 17.38.30 8311 NULL 

12023 connected userc@domain.net 17.38.38 178060 200 

Unhandled operations 
Currently, the following operations are not traced as single operations, but instead handled as single calls: 

• Three-party conference 

• Call pickup 

TELEPHONY REPORTS 

Call report 
The report lists all calls ordered chronologically. 

Frequent callers 
Lists the 10 addresses which have called the selected user. 

Frequently called address 
The 10 most called addresses by the selected user. 

Answers statistics 
Who answers to calls to the specified address? Works with every type of address: users, hunt groups, contact center 
request classes. 
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Telephone activity 
Daily telephone activity (total and connection only). 

CONTACT CENTER AVAILABLE REPORTS 
Contact center reports of BCS Server works on request classes informations. To better understand the meaning of 
these report, please refer to the following picture which describes the path of the calls through a request class. 

 

A call to a request class can be placed by and IVR service or directly and can have 3 different results: 

• If out of working hours or if the queue is full (i.e. the number of queued requests has reached the maximum 
number specified for the request class, or the estimated waiting time is above the value set for the request class) 
or if there are no agent assigned to the request class (this last condition can be set in the request class properties) 
the call is rejected without entering the queue. 

• If a ready agent is found, the call gets directly assigned to the agent without entering the queue. 

• Otherwise the call is enqueued. 
A queued call can exit the queue for 4 different reasons: 

• The calling user give up, or the call is forced to terminate by the system if a system failure is detected. 

• The call is assigned to an agent (official or support). 

• The maximum queue time for the request class is reached. 
A call assigned to an agent can have 2 different result codes: 

• The call is not connected to the agent. This can happen for various reasons: the agent’s phone rings but the user 
doesn’t answer, or the agent rejects the call. 

• The agent answers the call that gets connected. 
 
If a call for a request class doesn’t get connected, the system can react as follows: 

• If the call was placed by an IVR service, the caller gets connected again with the IVR service. The IVR service 
can then allow, for example, the caller to leave a voice mail message or to enter its phne number to be called 
back. 

• If the call was placed directly to the request class, the call will be disconnected. 

Request class summary 

Properties 

Request classes list 

Select the request classes to include the report from the list of available request classes. 
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Result 
The result is presented as a table, with a row for each selected request class and a last row with totals of every 
selected request class. 

 

For each request class the following statistical data is provided: 

• Call classification: 

• Total number of calls. This is the sum of the following columns. 

• Queue full. The request class has two parameters specifying if the call must be rejected immediately when 
the queued calls number is greater than n and/or when the estimated waiting queue time is greater than m 
minutes. 

• Off hour . Every request class can have a timetable associated, used to change the calls  treatment based on 
the time of the day. 

• No operators. The request class can be configured to reject new calls when there are no agents (i.e. logged 
on the BcsBar) working for the request class. 

• Abandoned. A queued request con be terminated by the caller or from an IVR service after it’s been 
queued. 

• Timeout. A queued call con be terminated by the system after the timeout set in the request class property, 
has expired. 

• Other reason. A queued call can be terminated by the system after a system error. 

• Assigned directly. If an agent is available to accept a request, the call is assigned to the agent without 
entering the queue. 

• Assigned after queue. Calls assigned to a official agent after entering the queue. 

• Assigned after queue to support agent. Calls assigned to support agent after entering the queue. 

• Unclassified. Anomalies where found in the call records and this value account for this event. 

• Cumulative time (expressed as hours:minutes:seconds): 

• Total connection time; sum of the agent connection times. 

• Average time (expressed in seconds): 

• Average abandon time; calculated only on calls not assigned to an agent. 

• Average queue time; calculated only on calls assigned to agent after entering the queue. 

• Average answer time; calculated on all calls assigned to agents. 

• Average connection time; calculated starting from the agent answer instant until the call termination. 
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Request class details 

Properties 

Request class 

Select the request classes list for the report. Usually only one request class is selected. If more than one is selected, 
the results is the aggregation of each request class results. 

Abandon time intervals distribution 

Insert numeric values, expressed as seconds, to specify the intervals to group for the abandon time. Values must be 
comma separated. For example, inserting the values 30 and 60 the chart will how a distribution with three groups: 

• Calls Abandoned before 30 seconds; 

• Calls Abandoned between 30 and 60 seconds; 

• Calls abandoned after 60 seconds. 

Queue time distribution intervals 

Similar to the abandon time interval distribution. 

Answer time distribution intervals 

Similar to the abandon time interval distribution. 

Connection time distribution intervals 

Similar to the abandon time interval distribution. 

Result 
The result of this statistic is made of two tables and three charts. 
The calls classification table provides the following information: 

• Calls rejected before entering the queue. Sub-classification: 

• Queue full. The request class has two parameters specifying if the call must be rejected immediately when 
the queued calls number is greater than n and/or when the estimated waiting queue time is greater than m 
minutes. 

• Off hour . Every request class can have a timetable associated, used to change the calls  treatment based on 
the time of the day. 

• No operators. The request class can be configured to reject new calls when there are no agents (i.e. logged 
on the BcsBar) working for the request class. 

• Calls queued but not assigned to an agent. Sub-classification: 

• Abandoned. A queued request con be terminated by the caller or from an IVR service after it’s been 
queued. 

• Timeout. A queued call con be terminated by the system after the timeout set in the request class property, 
has expired. 

• Other reason. A queued call can be terminated by the system after a system error. 

• Calls assigned to an agent. Sub-classification: 

• Assigned directly. If an agent is available to accept a request, the call is assigned to the agent without 
entering the queue. 

• Assigned after queue. Calls assigned to a official agent after entering the queue. 

• Assigned after queue to support agent. Calls assigned to support agent after entering the queue. 

• Unclassified. Anomalies where found in the call records and this value account for this event. 

• Totale. Numero totale di chiamate classificate. Questo numero è uguale alla somma di tutte le classificazioni. 
 
For each assigned agent, the following details are provided: 

• Agent name or SIP address. 
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• Connected calls. Number of calls connected to the agent. 

• Refused calls. Number of calls explicitly refused by the agent 

• No answered calls. Number of calls not answered by the agent because the caller has hang-up the call before 
tha agent’s answer or because the agent has not answered the call before the maximum time allowed by the 
system to answer a call.. 

• Calls not connected for other reasons. The agent has not been connected with the caller for unknown reasons. 

• Average answer time in seconds; calculated only on connected calls. 

• Average connection time in seconds; calculated only on answered calls. 
 

 

The average and time distributions are displayed only as charts with the following informations: 

• Abandon time; calculated only on calls abandoned before reaching an agent. 

• Queue times; calculate only on queued calls assigned to an agent. 

• Answer time; calculated on all calls assigned to an agent. 

• Connection time; calculated starting from the agent’s answer instant until the end of the call. 
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Performance history 
This report shows the time variation of the main metrics of a request class. 

Properties 

Request class 

Select the request classes list for the report. Usually only one request class is selected. If more than one is selected, 
the results is the aggregation of each request class results. 

Time interval span 

Select from the drop-down menu the span on which calculate the statistic. It is advisable to choose an interval 
proportional to the statistic interval selected to get a clear chart. For example, if a three days interval is set, it is not 
advisable to set a 1 minute interval span which will give 3 days* 24 hours a day* 60 minutes an hour= 4320 
intervals. 

Result 
The result is made from a table and a chart. The chart shows count data (with the vertical axis on the left) and 
average time data, expressed in seconds (with the vertical axis on the right). 
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For each request class selected, and for each interval, the following data is provided: 

• Calls classification: 

• Rejected before entering the queue. Calls are rejected before entering the queue if the queue is full or  if 
the call is outside of the working hours of the request class, or because no agents are working for the 
request class (see the “Request class details” report chapter). 

• Queued but not assigned to an agent. A call can enter the queue but not be assigned to an agent for 
various reason (see the “Request class details” report chapter). 

• Agent selected but not connected. Counts the calls where an agent is selected but for various reason the 
agent doesn’t get connected with the caller. 

• Connected with the agent. Counts all the calls connected with an agent. 

• Unclassifiable. The call records might be corrupted or the report is run before a call is not completed or the 
import process has not finished importing all call records. 

• Times: 

• Average abandon time; calculated on calls not connected to an agent. 

• Average queue time; calculated on calls queued and assigned to an agent. 

• Average answer time; calculated on all calls assigned to an agent. 

• Average connection time; calculated starting from the agent’s answer instant until the end of the call. 
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Queue length 
This report gives the history of the queue length for one or more request classes with 1 minute resolution. The report 
also shows the age of queued calls split into 11 sets (from 1 to 10 minutes with 1 minute resolution plus the count of 
calls older than 10 minutes). 
It is advisable to calculate the report on a limited time interval to avoid a confused chart. 

Properties 

Request classe 

Select the request classes list for the report. Usually only one request class is selected. If more than one is selected, 
the results is the aggregation of each request class results. 

Results 
Results are shown as a table and a chart.. 
Each row of the table represents a 1 minute interval. The rows are sorted in ascending order. 
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Agent summary 

Properties 

Agent 

Select the agent to show in the report. 

Results 
The report is a table where each row shows an agent statistical data. The last table row shows the total values. 

 

For each selected agent the following data is shown: 

• Session count. The number of times the agent has completed the log-on procedure in the selected time interval. 

• Session times: 

• Total work time . This is the sum of the following columns. The time is expressed in hours, minutes and 
seconds. 

• Ready time. Time the agent has been ready without any task assigned. 

• Connection time. Time the agent has spent on the phone with the caller. It is the sum of the ringing and 
connection time. 

• After work time . Time spent by the agent after a call. Usually this time is spent by the agent to end 
activities started while in contact with the caller. 

• Pause time. Time spent by the agent without working, but also without terminating the work session. 
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• Other time. Time spent by the agent on activities not related to a call: for example reading and replying to 
a customer email message. 

• Perfomrances: 

• Average answer time. Average time for the agent to answer a call. 

• Average connection time; calculated starting from the agent’s answer instant until the end of the call. 

• Calls count: 

• Rejected calls. Number of calls rejected by the agent. 

• No answer calls. Number of calls not answered by the agent. 

• Busy calls. Number of calls assigned to an agent but when the agent was in another conversation. Usually 
these are not contact center calls, because the HAL module selects an agent only when he is not busy in 
another call. 

• Connectec calls. Number of calls connected with an agent. 

• Calls not connected because of other reason. Unknown reason has caused the call to not be assigne to the 
agent. 

Agent details 

Properties 

Operatori 

Select the agent to show in the report. 

Answer time distribution intervals 

Insert numeric values, expressed as seconds, to specify the intervals to group for the answer time. Values must be 
comma separated. For example, inserting the values 30 and 60 the chart will how a distribution with three groups: 

• Calls answered before 30 seconds; 

• Calls answered between 30 and 60 seconds; 

• Calls answered after 60 seconds. 

Connection time distribution intervals 

Configured as the Answer time distribution intervals. 

Results 
This report is made of two tables and two charts. 
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• Sessions 
• Sessions count. The number of times the agent has completed the log-on procedure in the selected time 

interval. 

• Total work time . This is the sum of the following columns. The time is expressed in hours, minutes and 
seconds. 

 
For each destination: 

• Call destination address. Shows the request classes the agent was involved or the agent address for direct calls 
to the agent. 

• Connected calls. Number of calls assigned and connected to an agent. 

• Rejected calls. Number of calls rejected by the agent. 

• No answer calls. Number of calls with no answer from  the agent. 

• Busy calls. Number of calls assigned to an agent but when the agent was in another conversation. Usually these 
are not contact center calls, because the HAL module selects an agent only when he is not busy in another call. 

• Calls not connected because of other reason. Unknown reason has caused the call to not be assigne to the 
agent. 

• Average answer time. Average time for the agent to answer a call. 

• Average connection time; calculated starting from the agent’s answer instant until the end of the call. 
 
The charts shows the following average and distribution values: 

• Answer time; 

• Connection time; 
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BCS CONTACT REPORTS 
BCS Contact statistics works on the BCS Contact database. 

AVAILABLE REPORTS 

Campaing answers classification 
This report, available only if the BCS Contact is installed, gives for the selected campaign, the counts and 
percentages of the answers to the selected interview. The interviews list from which to select the one for the report, 
shows only the interview active in the time interval specified. 

Properties 

Campaign 

Outbound campaign ID. This parameter cannot be mepty and must be selected from the drop-down list of all defined 
campaigns. 
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Interview 

Interview ID. Drop-down menu showing only interviews assigned to the selected campaign. Usually only one 
interview is assigned to a campaign, so the list will contain only one element.  

Results 
For each question of the interview, a table will be shown containing every possible answer and for each answer the 
count of each answer received. If the question admits exclusive answers, also a percentage is shown for each 
answer. 

Campaign results classification 
Gives for the selected campaign the summary of the applicative results. It is possible to filter by address book and 
agent. 

Campaign activities result classification 
Gives for the selected campaign a classification of the results in the specified time interval. It is possible to filter the 
results by address book, agent and activity type (telephone activity, fax, SMS, email). 

Quota performance 
Gives the progress of the targets defined for one or more campaign. 

OTHER REPORTS 

AVAILABLE REPORTS 

Freeform query 
This report allows to execute a free SQL query on the BCS and BCS Contact statistics databases. To successfully 
create a freeform query, knowledge of the Transact-SQL language and the database structure is required. 
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Properties 

 

Database 

Select the database on which run the query, choosen between BCS statistics and BCS Contact statistics. 

SQL command 

Write the SQL command to query the database. Every command returning a recordset can be specified. To create 
parameterized queries you must enter the parameters using the “:” character prefix immediately followed by the 
parameter name. The parameters specified in the SQL command box are added to the table on the left upon a click 
on the Update button. Two special parameters BeginDate and EndDate are defined whose values if specified in the 
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lateral table are ignored because those values are set by the Start and End parameters specified in the General 
properties section of the report. 

Command parameters 

This table allows to set the values of the parameters defined in the SQL command text box. 

Result 
The result is always presented as a table, containing the result of the SQL command. 


